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How To Bribe a Roman Jury

1) Lex Acilia Repetundarum #50-54 (122 BCE)
The praetor...[is to order to be placed on the platform an urn---??? fingers high and]
?20? [fingers wide,] in which the jurors may place their ballots [---] and that praetor is to give
that juror openly in his hand one boxwood ballot 4 fingers long and [??? fingers] wide, marked
in black, [on one side, A, on the other] side, C, [and he is to order that juror to cancel one letter
of the two, whichever he may wish---the juror is thus to cancel] and he is to place that ballot
visible according to this statute and with his arm uncovered, the letter covered with his
fingers, openly [in that urn and he is to descend from the platform;] and likewise for those
other jurors, one by one, [---]
[How opinions should be declared. Whichever juror] shall come to the urn by lot for the
sake of taking out [a ballot,] he is to put his hand down into that urn and [he is to show openly]
to the people the ballot which has been taken out, so that nothing [may lie hidden, and
whatever] opinion [that ballot shall have had for that] trial, he from [that ballot---is to declare
openly, where the letter A shall be marked: 'I acquit'; where the letter C shall be marked:] 'I
condemn'; where nothing shall be marked: 'without vote'. As he shall have declared from each
ballot, [he is to hand over] that ballot to the nearest juror [and he] then is to hand on [that
ballot to the praetor.]
--trans. M. Crawford

2) in Caecilium 24
There are, he [Hortentius] tells you [jurors], certain members of the court to whom he
wishes the voting-tablets to be shown (as can quite easily be done), because the votes are to be
recorded not one by one but simultaneously, and moreover each voter is receiving a tablet
[tabellam] waxed properly, as the law requires, and not in the scandalous and shocking way
that you may remember.
--trans. Greenwood (Loeb)
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